
Helm’s Deep,   8, Le Clos de Maitland,  La Rue du Presbytere,  St. Clement,  Jersey,  JE2 6RA
                  Tel 851981   mobile 07797 733613 email davecabeldu@gmail.com

2nd October 2013

Planning and Environment Minister,
Planning and Building Services
South Hill
St. Helier
Jersey JE2 4US

Dear Minister,
ref:  Public Car park Application reference: P/2013/1209

(Applicant: States of Jersey Development Company)

We totally  agree with your guidance as headlined below and, in view of its 'importance' both to you 
and ourselves, contend that the application should be refused outright for non compliance with 
your statement.  This soulless development of a forest of utility multi-storey  glass cube offices and 
wind tunnels together with its accompanying  car parks in no conceivable manner   'enriches the 
quality  of the natural environment and built environment' but, in fact , by  proposing the destruction 
of an existing mature and pleasantly  planted green and well liked car park, does precisely  the 
opposite. To claim otherwise would be to be plainly  cynical and raise the question as to why there 
is indeed a need for a Planning department at all if it doesn't have the guts to stand up for its own 
basic principles.

In attaching a copy of our many  supplementary objections, we do so in the full knowledge 
that appear to regard representations such as ours as a mere formality and that under pressure 
from Treasury you have already  given the green light to the construction of all the offices on the 
Esplanade car park.

This is clearly  evidenced by  Treasury publicising pictures of the completed site in both the 
Financial Times and in the JFI pull out section in the JEP. We understand that the substantial cost 
attaching to these pictures and their associated articles would never have been disbursed were 
there to be any question of their application being turned down.

In our lengthy  and well researched representation regarding Building 1 we made the case that you 
will not be in a position to approve its application until the fundamentally  revised Masterplan has, 
like the one of 2008, been put out to consultation and is formally  approved by the States. We are 
still awaiting to hear from you on this matter and hope that we shall do so so.
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We do have other concerns regarding this particular car park application not covered by  the 
submission and the primary one is on of inadequate capacity. Advice from a specialist we 
consulted indicated that if all 6 buildings are approved, the 520 public spaces applied for will not be 
sufficient for these workers, visitors to the offices and public parking, which would amount to a 
requirement of 1500 spaces. In view  of this very large discrepancy it would appear that based on 
the information included in the application we have made an incorrect assumption somewhere. We 
should be grateful if you would clarify this for us as soon as possible.

The extra infrastructure, traffic and ancillary needs of the immigrants required to fill these buildings 
(even going on the optimistic basis that half the staff may possible be sourced locally) has not 
been factored into the plans, has been hurried and not properly thought through.

Your Sincerely

Dave Cabeldu
Co-ordinator
for the Committee
Save Our Shoreline (Jersey)

Further observations :

At the time of writing this submission, we are still waiting for the answers to the below questions 
(sent in an email  to Mr Chris Sampson, Director of Engineering and Infrastructure, Transport and 
Technical Services Department, on the 16th September 2013):

1. What is the expected volume of waste that will be excavated and treated as contaminated from 
the proposed esplanade financial quarters development?
2. What is the percentage volume that has to be added to this as a result of expansion after 
excavation?
3. What is the capacity of a cell at La Collette?
4. What is the financial cost of one cell?
5. What are the space requirements for the contaminated excavated waste at La Collette?
6. Can La Collect receive this volume of waste?
7. How will this volume of contaminated waste affect the life of La Collette?
8. Will a new disposal site be chosen?

Specifically looking at the car park:

Further to the above questions, the current application does not deal with the following aspects 
adequately and/or show a lack of information.

- It states that no further EIS needs to be submitted as the car park does not exceed existing 
parameters of the applications for the other buildings. This is incorrect as the development will now 
go sub strata and does exceed the parameters of existing applications. A separate well informed 
EIS needs to now (it should have been already been completed) be undertaken as a matter of 
urgency.
- Method of transportation of excavated fill to disposal site.
- Mitigation measures to prevent escape of contaminates from excavated fill.
- How will an excavation of this size affect the groundwater table?
- Will there be any environmental concerns when/ if this happens?
- What is the hydrological data from the site in question?
- What will be the excavation methods?
- How will the public and site workers be protected from potential contaminates?
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- Can La Collette accept the expected level of waste from this particular development and if not 
what would happen to the contaminated fill?

Here we have another application that is completely missing any information of any value, however 
this is something that in my opinion I have learnt to expect. The overall quality of the EIS can be 
described at best as extremely poor. I look forward to being able to provide more substantial 
comment when we see the applicant make a proper and detailed application for such a grand 
scale development.

(Mrs Lara Luke BSc (Hons) Dip Poll Con (Open)
Save Our Shoreline (Jersey)

_____________________________________________________

At this time, without the requested data being made available to us, and previous questions being 
unanswered or replies to our last submission (Building 1) being forthcoming, we can only make the 
following observations and requests:

1: That the current development is frozen until the States are made aware of all the implications 
that we raise, namely  the change of funding, the change of building use and the change of the 
Masterplan as agreed by the States in 2008.

2: that the Environment Minister make an urgent recommendation to the Chief Minister that an 
immediate moratorium be put upon the whole Finance Quarter Development. This will give time for 
the Treasury  Minister and any  other ministers whose departments are impacted by this very 
complex project to prepare a comprehensive project plan to be presented to the States for early 
debate in order that everybody  in the island will then be clear as to how the development will be 
funded, the financial and environmental risks if any that are to be run and any fallback plans.

3: The full implications and the enormous potential adverse environmental consequences of this 
development as highlighted by  our report and submission, need to be much more adequately 
researched and addressed by  the Planning and Environment Minister and his department, and 
whatever plans he has for safe remediation be incorporated in the overall project plan. The costs of 
this are at present unknown and therefore unquantified and could potentially  be very substantial, 
and this needs to be addressed.

4: We recommend a review of the planning process which has led to a total disregard for the 
officially  approved mix of development agreed by  the previous States Assembly  and has now 
become a site full of premium office blocks. 

5: We recommend that no effort or expense should be spared in ensuring that all relevant 
organizations and the general public are properly  consulted on all aspects raised in this and other 
submissions before any development proceeds.

We look forward to your early response.

The Committee
Save Our Shoreline (Jersey)
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